'Visionary rather than practical': craft, art and material efficiency Tanya Harrod School of Art and Design, Bath Spa University, Sion Hill, Bath BA1 5NA, UK Emotional responses to materials and manufactured objects have a long history but provoked vivid writing during the design reform debates of the nineteenth century and were carried forward into the twentieth century. In particular, nineteenth-century anxieties about plasticity and about composite materials are still with us. Wood continues to represent sustainability, 'truth to materials', emotional durability and an assumed reassuring contact between material, tools and maker. By contrast, the facture offered by new media, in the form of self-replicating rapid prototyping machines, appears disembodied while also offering the possibility of homesteader-making. The desirability of recycling and up-cycling is currently central to our emotional responses to materials, with the world's waste dumps becoming sites of horrified fascination and inspiration. Symbolic moves in the direction of autarchy and reverse engineering by artists and designers register doubts about sustainability and seek to uncover the hidden impact of individual materials. This survey of historic and current attitudes towards materials and making processes by makers, artists and designers sheds light on anxieties familiar to us all, concerning technological development, authentic experience, agency, a sense of selfhood and the often bruising experience of modernity itself.
The phrase 'visionary rather than practical' in the title of this paper is taken from page 370 of Allwood et al. ' s paper on material efficiency [1] .
Victorian values
In 1858, John Ruskin spoke on The work of iron in nature, art and policy [2] . He began with a personal vision of the chemistry of iron, which he described as taking its oxygen from the air 'as eagerly as we do ' its virtuous role, for, without iron oxides, the Earth would be 'the colour of ashes'. Iron, Ruskin observed, was also responsible for colouring our blood so that 'we cannot even blush' without its help. Through the process of rusting, iron makes the 'ochreous dust' that gives warmth to bricks and tiles. This, Ruskin contrasted with iron put to the service of man to make 'hard, bright, cold, lifeless' knives and swords. Ruskin wanted worked iron's qualities to be honoured and respected as strength and ductility, 'tenacious' iron being best shaped at speed under a hammer into decorative scrolls and leaves. The central part of his talk contrasted worked iron with cheaper cast iron, then widely used for ornamented railings and gates. Cast iron railings were brittle imitations of wrought iron and, unlike stone and brick walls, 'shelter nothing, and support nothing'. They were emblematic of a 'sophisticated, unkind, uncomfortable, unprincipled' society [2] . Ruskin gave his talk at Tonbridge Wells, and his sophisticated audience, taking the waters in the spa town, cheered him to the echo.
This intertwining of ethical and emotional responses to materials has a long history. The idea that mankind's transformation and commoditization of the physical world carries a moral charge had traction in the ancient world. Pliny the Elder devotes two books of his Natural history to metals and one book to stone, where he laments 'the prodigality of our inventiveness! In how many ways have we raised the price of objects! Man has learnt to compete with nature' [3] . In the sixteenth century, Michelangelo and Vasari developed the idea that the sculptor, in particular, needed to respect his raw material. In a sonnet, Michelangelo modestly defined sculpture as a process of subtracting what was superfluous to reveal what already existed (see [4] ):
To break the marble spell Is all the hand that serves the brain can do.
The belief that the pact between man and the natural world is an uneasy one disrupted by man's greed, as Pliny suggests, also runs like a seam through European folklore. Mining and minerals offer easy abundance but often at a terrible price in the fairy tales collected in the early nineteenth century by the Brothers Grimm [5] . It is not surprising that in 1851 Ruskin himself wrote The King of the golden river, a cautionary tale for children with a strong ecological message centred on the mining of precious ores [6] .
Ruskin's poetic, idiosyncratic attitude to materials (in which he identified the individual characters of iron, blown glass, marble, precious stones, wood and stucco) was replicated in many nineteenth-century debates about authenticity. We tend to think of plastics as the first group of new materials to excite popular anxiety [7, 8] . But in the nineteenth century, papier mâché and rubber anticipated the plastics family in their quality of malleability and their capacity to stand in for other materials [9] . These were materials that were poured and moulded, and, like cast iron, effaced the role of the craftsman while imitating craft effects. As the architect and designer A. W. Pugin observed in 1836 [10] :
All the mechanical contrivances and inventions of the day, such as plastering, composition, papier-mâché, and a host of other deceptions, only serve to degrade design, by abolishing the variety of ornament and ideas as well as the boldness of execution, so admirable and beautiful in ancient works.
Pugin deplored 'pressed putty ornaments' as opposed to 'bold execution', while, in a similar spirit, the designer and design theorist Gottfried Semper noted in 1852 [11] that:
Rubber and gutta-percha are vulcanized and utilized in a thousand imitations of wood, metal and stone carvings, exceeding by far the natural limitations of the materials they purport to represent. For Semper, it was only the 'uncivilized nations' that were able to make good work because they designed with the logic and resistance of natural materials in mind. Semper [12] We . . . are masters of enormous means and it is this abundance of means which is our greatest danger. Only by reasoning are we able to get some kind of order into this matter, since we have lost our feeling for it.
The designers and educators Richard Redgrave and Owen Jones, in the context of the Great Exhibition of 1851, concurred. Jones urged visitors to go the exhibition to study and learn from the products from the Indian subcontinent [13] , whereas Redgrave chose the past tense to write dramatically of the Indian craftsman [14] :
His hand and his mind wrought together. He worked, not to produce a rigid sameness, but as Nature works. But this is not possible with the stamp, the mould, the press, and the die.
If a handful of design reformers raised doubts about plasticity's disorderly tendencies and about the loss of control of the means of production, then it is important to stress that most nineteenth-century descriptions of new materials and processes were positive, even celebratory. Writing on papier mâché in 1889, James Carruthers [15] noted its usefulness in simulating ceiling beams and in covering columns of iron and brick to imitate stone or wood. He concluded triumphantly that 'there are no forms, however intricate, to which it is not equal'.
Why should we attend to the negative responses of the design reformers, a loose grouping of architects, artists and designers, some associated with the Arts and Crafts movement? They were hardly at the centre of industrial production in Victorian Britain. But the products they designed and wrote about operated at a domestic level, and, as a result, their discussions of the proper use of materials reached a non-specialist audience. In particular, John Ruskin's and William Morris's writings on the environment, on materials, on threatened crafts in the colonies and on our consumption tastes were very widely read. Observations from William Morris's lectures-'Have nothing in your houses that you do not know to be useful, or believe to be beautiful'-became well-known aphorisms [16] .
A lost domain
By the twentieth century, such design reform views had become naturalized and simplified under the rubric 'truth to materials', a term implicit in Herbert Read's [17] discussion of form in his Art and industry of 1934, and central to ambivalent twentieth-century responses to a variety of new materials such as plywood and, rather later, plastics. In the early twentieth century, part of being modern was to be anti-modern. There was, as the social historian Jose Harris [18] observes, 'a lurking grief at the memory of a lost domain-a sense that change was inevitable, in many respects desirable, but that its gains were being purchased at a terrible price'. Harris is writing about the UK, but the sense of loss was Europe-wide. The German poet Rainer Maria Rilke observed in 1925 [19] :
Even for our grandparents, a 'house', a 'well', a familiar tower, their very dress, their cloak, was infinitely more intimate: almost everything a receptacle in which they both found and enlarged a store of humanness . . . The animated, experienced things 'that share our lives' are running out, and cannot be replaced. We are perhaps the last to have known such things.
Wood as evidence
In the area of the artistic crafts in the UK in the first half of the twentieth century, responses to materials continued to match Ruskin's heightened, visceral reactions. All the craft disciplines, from silver-smithing to bookbinding, had something to say about materials and how to use them and how not to use them. Taking furniture and joinery as a test case, here is the furniture maker Arthur Romney Green discussing doors [20] presses . . . this filthy compound is then veneered, say with oak and walnut not so thick as notepaper; and so you have the modernist door, looking like that which it cannot possibly be, a solid board of oak or walnut.
Plywood, like papier mâché, is made using glue. What might be called a 'glue culture' was associated with the East End furniture trade with its intensive division of labour using outworkers in ill-ventilated rooms assembling fiddly needlework and jewellery boxes, using glue as a cheap alternative to dovetails, mortising and pegging [21] . Glue, malodorous and made from animal substances, came to symbolize incorrect making among Arts and Crafts furniture makers, who insisted on revealed construction and an avoidance of veneers. This might seem fanciful and unprogressive. But wood compounds are still with us in the form of ubiquitous medium-density fibreboard. Here, a negative, apparently emotional response to a composite wood product turns out to have a basis in science. Medium-density fibreboard is recognized as posing a health risk when cut and machined because it contains formaldehyde, one of the ingredients used to bond the wood particles into a solid board (for a British response, see [22] ).
Many early-twentieth-century craft furniture makers also argued for the beauty of native timbers. Between the wars, the ethics of furniture making and joinery braided with a nativist sense of loss regarding British woodlands and landscape. This fear of erasure of familiar materials and places floats up in the Cambridge literary critic FR Leavis's [23] writings about a lost 'organic community'. The text that most inspired Leavis was George Sturt's classic The wheelwright's shop, published in 1923 [24] . Sturt had inherited the two-century-old wheelwrighting business from his father. As an educated man, he felt an outsider, but as an outsider, he set out to describe the indescribable-the tacit skills involved in building horse-drawn waggons (figure 1). His task was difficult because his employees' knowledge was, as Sturt explained [24] : set out in no book. It was not scientific. I never met a man who professed any other than an empirical acquaintance with the waggon-builder's lore . . . The lore was a tangled network of country prejudices, whose reasons were known in some respects here, in others there, and so on. . . . for the most part the details were but dimly understood; the whole body of knowledge was a mystery, a piece of folk knowledge, residing in the folk collectively, but never wholly in any individual.
The design process described by Sturt was highly flexible, a characteristic that came to fascinate members of the 'design methods' movement in the 1960s and 1970s. Inspired by the vernacular trial-and-error methodology recorded by Sturt, figures such as John Chris Jones argued in favour of flexible, interdisciplinary teamwork as against the individual designer working with a drawing board, remote from craft and process [25] .
Sturt was attempting to explain a deep understanding of a specific material. He was setting out to describe what Michael Baxandall [26] , in the context of the limewood sculptors of Germany, has called the chiromancy of wood. Sturt explained that farm waggons were made of tough slender pieces of wood 'with just the right curve'. These were natural curves, not steam bent, and the wheelwrights selected their material from woodlands that they knew intimately. Indeed, everything was done on an intimate scale. By the 1920s, Sturt's wheelwright's shop, which he had inherited in 1884, had become a motor repair shop. Any attempt to go against this apparently inevitable flow would be, Sturt reflected, small-scale. The recuperation of centuries of woodcraft knowledge would inevitably be limited. Timber, Sturt wrote, had turned into 'a sort of enslaved and humiliating padding for steel' [24] .
Sturt witnessed the passing of a whole world of knowledge. Today, it is possible to consider a return to wood as a substitute for steel, albeit as a remote 'back to the future' possibility. As David Edgerton [27] points out in The shock of the old: technology and global history since 1900, in the case of aircraft the initial shift from wood to metal was more a matter of ideology than necessity, indexing progress. Edgerton argues that during the interwar years the continuing use of wood in aviation, while perfectly practical, came to appear eccentric and retardataire. Wood in the context of aeroplanes ceased to be an emotionally durable material even if it was still practically durable.
Emotional durability, a useful phrase coined by the designer Jonathan Chapman [28] , is another way of describing an emotional response to materials. Chapman regards emotional durability as a goal for sustainability, if consumers can be educated to bond with their possessions, valuing the imperfections of goods as they age. Our ideas about the effectiveness of goods and materials are skewed in favour of newness, of material and of technique. For instance, seeing bamboo scaffolding encircling high-tech skyscrapers under construction in Hong Kong can be a shock. Yet what appears counterintuitive makes perfect sense in a Far East context where bamboo is readily available and its qualities understood. Bamboo bends in high winds, whereas steel scaffolding breaks [29] . In the West, however, bamboo appears less emotionally durable than steel.
In Makepeace set out to revive the ancient woodland craft of sustainable coppicing at Hooke Park in Dorset, and this lapsed project remains the most promising British initiative in the area of sustainable wood. Makepeace put coppiced roundwood thinnings to an architectural use in collaboration with the German architect and structural engineer Frei Otto, the structural engineer Sir Edmund Happold and Richard Burton of Ahrends Burton Koralek. Two substantial buildings were constructed in the late 1980s built from thinnings combined with innovative joints using epoxy resin and steel cables developed by material scientists at Bath University. In addition, freshly felled timber was used to create compressed arches [30] . The Architectural Association, having owned Hooke Park since 2002, have recently (in 2010) opted to develop Makepeace's pioneering collaborative use of sustainable forestry, technology and vernacular craft knowledge. Material efficiency using wooden architecture remains a promising area to be explored.
Partly because of anxieties about the UK's small manufacturing base and our translation into a service economy nation, the idea of products coming out of sustainable woodland has considerable emotional durability at present. For example, in 2010, nine leading British designers chose to publicize a fortnight they spent learning the craft of bodging or green wood-turning in Clissett Wood in Herefordshire. They cleaved logs and used bow saws, pole lathes and drawknives. Working in this setting, designing through making, instead of using three-dimensional software, gave them a new freedom. As the craftsman and thinker David Pye [31] observed, there is a flexibility about a craft approach (the workmanship of risk) that can breathe new life into design for multiple production (the workmanship of certainty). Working in Clissett Wood gave all the participants a new respect for an 'old' material. Gareth Neal is What a valuable commodity timber is because every bit you split is used. One bit becomes a rail, the next becomes a spindle, even the shavings go on the fire to keep you warm. You get so much product out of a small piece of wood.
New media
Going back to the woods is not a prospect all designers would relish. Arguably, the software that designers use may also be regarded as a kind of material. The digital artist Casey Reas believes that different software has different qualities or, as he puts it, 'atmospheres', analogous to the differences between oak and limewood or between rigid and flexible materials [33] . Each piece of software has different properties that combine an 'atmosphere' and a set of tools. But what is more relevant to material efficiency is the way in which three-dimensional software can help designers reconsider and reposition traditional materials and traditional techniques. In a project at Harvard Design School in 2002, thin sheets of plywood were laser cut into small panels using a three-dimensional computer modelling program. By borrowing cutting strategies from the tailoring of clothing and using tailoring darts, each panel was dry bent and joined to form a cloth-like construction, a decorative wooden membrane letting in light and air [34] . A relatively 'old' material, the plywood so despised by Romney Green, took on a new appearance.
As well as allowing a reconsideration of materials, three-dimensional software appears to promise flexible production. An extreme example would be the exploratory work that the artist Annie Cattrell has carried out with scientists, combining magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scanning with rapid prototyping. She has had MRI scans made of her heart that have been printed out using a rapid prototyping machine to create a sculpture entitled The general public too have been captivated by the idea of rapid prototyping. Adrian Bowyer's RepRap open-source, self-replicating rapid prototyping machine makes it possible, in our living rooms, to print out spare parts for appliances [37] . We can become homesteaders all, no longer in thrall to the dark satanic mills of anywhere. No more imports. Make your own pliers. Make the children toys for Christmas. Make your own destiny. The exhibition Power of Making, at the Victoria & Albert Museum in 2011, was hugely popular partly because of the presence of rapid prototyping machines. Crowds of people watched with fascination as objects 'grew' as the printer head moved back and forth [38] . But if three-dimensional printers follow the expanding trajectory of home computers or mobile phones, then we should be worried. Rapid prototyping is not rapid, as a production process. In fact, it is a method of production best suited to customized miniatures such as hearing aids or as forming the basis for a mould for casting. Adrian Bowyer's claim that RepRap production can be deemed carbon-neutral or carbon-negative needs to be examined closely, together with the question of energy use by all three-dimensional printers in comparison with factory-based multiple production.
The taxonomy of the dump
The current popular interest in three-dimensional printers is revealing, underlining that many of us feel that the production of goods is out of our control. The success of Matthew Crawford's book The case for working with your hands or Why office work is bad for us and fixing things feels good (2009) is symptomatic of this reaction against passive consumerism. So, too, is the current tendency for artists, designers and craftspeople to make work through recycling. Artists' interest in the sheer volume of stuff is not necessarily a comment on overproduction, rapid obsolescence and waste. But artists certainly take inspiration from the most dramatic site of recycling-the world's rubbish dumps.
All round the globe (though not in the so-called First World), marginalized men, women and children are making their own contribution to material efficiency. The city waste dump at Olusosun in Lagos, Nigeria, is, as the documentary film-maker Gavin Searle [39] discovered, a surprisingly ordered environment. The scavengers help each other out. Theft is frowned upon. Troublemakers are banned from the dump. Each scavenger is busy categorizing his or her specialism. Some collect glass, some collect copper wire, some collect rags and so on. In order to make a living, the scavengers have to work systematically, creating taxonomies of objects. The scavengers on the world's rubbish dumps lead lives that embody a form of creativity, albeit in extreme conditions. Of course, there are dumps and dumps. Some are pretty much off limits; the southern Chinese city of Guiyu is where the USA (and probably the UK) sends thousands of tons of electronic waste each year. Our nice clean computers and neat mobiles are full of poisons in the form of lead, cadmium and polyvinyl chlorides. If Gavin Searle were able to celebrate the power of the human spirit on the Lagos dump, then there is surely nothing to celebrate at Guiyu, where covert photography and filming have recorded primitive and dangerous recycling in one of the unhealthiest places on the Earth [40] .
The dump, as evidence of our limitless desire for goods and the sheer monumentality of stuff, the goods that surround us, has become a subject. Artists have transformed rubbish into large-scale monuments that aspire to a new kind of sublime [41] . For example, the British artist Michael Landy's installation Breakdown examines overconsumption from the perspective of an individual's own possessions. In 2001, Landy assembled all his possessions in a former London department store. He found that he owned over 5000 objects-from pencils, to scraps of paper, to a car. These were catalogued as artworks, clothing, equipment, furniture, kitchen, leisure, motor vehicle, perishables, reading material and studio material, and placed on a moving production line. In a strange reversal of manufacture, all Landy's possessions were dismantled by a group of white-coated technicians. The process took one week. Breakdown was a huge popular success. Young people flocked to see objects being taken apart, sorted, shredded and crushed for recycling [42] . Landy's Breakdown underlined the scale of our consumer needs. But we need further reminding that the centres of manufacturing are constantly on the move, chasing economic efficiency, apparently careless of the effect on lives and communities. The artist Neil Brownsword's Salvage Series (2005) reflects on UK de-industrialization (figure 3). It is an installation made up of hundreds of items associated with the industrial production of ceramics-drip trays and trivets, props and spurs used to support objects in the kiln, tangled strips of clay left after turning, collapsed and fused saggars and the ghostly residue left by the process of plaster-lining damaged moulds. Industrial by-products are put to the service of memory, of a shrinking culture of making at Stoke-on-Trent as factories make workers redundant and relocate production to the Far East [43] .
Waste is subject and object in the sculptures of the British artist Phyllida Barlow. She writes [44] :
We are competing with materialism that is on such a gigantic scale. There is a giant global industry of objects and how does one compete with that?
Her sculpture is in part a resistance to the glamorous art object-she cites disparagingly the work of Jeff Koons. She uses only cheap discarded materials to make objects. Untitled DIY 2006 was made on the spot in Seoul, Korea, out of freely available packing materials. Most of her art is subsequently dismantled and recycled. Barlow's improvisatory approach is often inspired by random relationships between objects she sees on the streets or beside railway tracks.
Streets of invention
The streets of Rio de Janeiro in Brazil are rich with Barlow's kind of inventiveness with humble materials, but driven by urgent practical requirements. The artist Gabriela de Gusmão Pereira has documented this everyday creativity. If Barlow uses impoverished materials deliberately, then the poor of Rio have no choice. They live on what Gusmão calls 'Invention Street', making do as best they can. Gusmão has photographed and drawn a whole series of 'inventions': a sound system with a cardboard box speaker ( figure 4) ; a resting place made of two broken seats; a portable sound system on a tricycle with its own light show; a portable bed for a homeless person. People who live on the streets have to adapt and appropriate. Artists can aspire only to the integrity of these improvisations [45, 46] . The kinds of objects and arrangements that Gabi Gusmão photographed come close to what are known in Brazil as gambiarra, a term meaning contraption, gadget, making do. Gambiarra may be defined as an improvised amendment to an object, normally combining another object. They are comparable to prototypes but they are both provisional and final, an unlikely mend, almost an illustration of a problem. If Gusmão captured a needs-must economy, there is now a whole world of gambiarra images on the Internet that travel like memes and, I suspect, are more to do with competitive playfulness than dire necessity: a soup spoon is made from a fork and the base of a polystyrene cup; an electric drill is combined with a handwhisk; a bike is adapted so that its front wheel incorporates a shopping trolley; gaffer tape is used to make countless rough but inspired mends. Some gambiarra have no real usefulness but make a political point about consumerism as visual contributions to a contemporary luxury debate. A child's globe is taped to a car dashboard as a joke Satnav. An apple is taped to the lid of a cheap PC [47] .
Gambiarra culture has had an impact on design in general. For instance, the Spanish designers El Ultimo Grito create handsome tables made from waste cardboard and sticky tape coated in brightly coloured fibreglass. The Campana Brothers' Favela chair made of hundreds of pieces of waste wood is, as its name suggests, directly inspired by improvisatory shantytown construction in Brazil. Ironically, the Favela chair is now produced commercially in short runs by the furniture company Edra, retailing at £4500 a chair. Both these two delightful objects-El Ultimo Grito's British Racing Green Table and the Campana Brothers Favela chair-reek of romanticism concerning poverty and the improvisations that poverty inspires. There is something troubling about a design situation where the poor of the globe become source material for high-end design rather than designers devoting time to designing low-cost products for the poor.
From scratch
No wonder some young designers think of starting from scratch. 'Starting from scratch', 'beginning with zero', 'a tabula rasa', 'the Robinson Crusoe syndrome'-these are all phrases that suggest a new dynamic. The idea of beginning again-and maybe failing-recalls Robinson Crusoe's boat in the novel by Daniel Defoe. Alone at that point on his island, Crusoe painstakingly hollowed a canoe out of a great trunk of wood, taking three months over the task. But the boat was too heavy to drag down to the sea. It was made, Crusoe concluded philosophically, 'as a memorandum to teach me to be wiser next time' [48] .
The reality of taking control of the means of production, as Crusoe was forced to do, has been tested in various recent projects that are deliberately more visionary than practical [1] . Thwaites' [49] reverse-engineering Toaster Project presented at his Royal College degree show in 2009 suggests the byzantine complexity of even the simplest objects we consume-and highlights the poisonous materials out of which they are made. Thwaites attempted to make from scratch an Argos electric toaster costing £3.95 using materials only from the British Isles. He made some startling discoveries in his autarchic quest. To make workable iron, he found his best guide to be De Re Metallica, a sixteenth-century treatise. His iron ore came from a 'heritage' mine in the Forest of Dean, his copper from polluted standing water in disused workings in Anglesey, his mica was cut with a penknife off rocks in the Scottish Highlands. He melted Canadian coins for his nickel, discovering something of the horrendously polluting nature of nickel smelting. Plastic's complexity defeated him. His toaster ended up costing £1187.54 and it was a hilariously abject object (figure 5)-'a half baked handmade pastiche of a consumer appliance' (http://www.thetoasterproject.org/). What he learnt was the hidden environmental cost of goods that appear as if by magic in our shops. He discovered that, as sovereign consumers, we are technologically frighteningly ignorant.
The designer Tomas Gabzil Libertiny has also tackled the paradox of living in a world of goods whose origins are barely understood. He describes his Honeycomb Vase made for the Dutch design group Droog as an example of slow prototyping. It is not made by hand nor made by machines. It is made by bees, by 40 000 bees at work for a week [50] . This essentially absurd object made people smile, but did it make them think? Perhaps Libertiny had in mind Karl Marx's famous passage in Capital, chapter 7 on the architect and the bee [51] :
A spider conducts operations that resemble those of a weaver, and a bee puts to shame many an architect in the construction of her cells. But what distinguishes the worst architect from the best of bees is this, that the architect raises his structure in imagination before he erects it in reality.
Marx was talking about the sanctity of work and the distinctiveness of human labour. We are not bees. We need to remember that we are craftsmen and women, designers and artists, and scientists gifted with imagination and foresight. In a full world that means making anything at all is a responsibility. In the context of providing material services with less material production, visionary rather than practical responses to materials and processes should not be ignored. The activities of artists and experimental designers can offer alternative value systems and new ways of approaching sustainability and material efficiency.
